Recent observational claims of magnetic fields stronger than 10 −16 G in the extragalactic medium motivate a new look for their origin in the inflationary magnetogenesis models. In this work we shall review the constraints on the simplest gauge invariant model f 2 (φ)F µν F µν of inflationary magnetogenesis, and show that in the optimal region of parameter space the anisotropic constraints coming from the induced bispectrum, due to the generated electromagnetic fields, yield the strongest constraints. In this model, only a very fine tuned scenario at an energy scale of inflation as low as 10
Introduction
Large scale coherent magnetic fields are omnipresent across the entire universe. While their presence in cosmic structures e.g. stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies has been verified by different astronomical observations, their true origin has not yet been entirely understood (see, for instance, [1, 2, 3] for recent reviews). It is widely believed that subsequent enhancement of pre-existing seed fields due to the galactic dynamo mechanism [4] could lead to such magnetic fields although the strength of seed fields must be larger than 10 −20 − 10 −30 G [5, 6] . Recent indirect observations of femto-Gauss magnetic fields in voids with a coherence length of Mpc scales have further intensified the search for their origin [7, 8, 9, 10] . The large coherence length of void magnetic fields makes them difficult to be produced in the late universe and hints towards their origin during the inflationary epoch in the early universe.
Among various possibilities, inflationary magnetogenesis has been considered a plausible mechanism for the generation of such cosmic magnetic fields. One of the simplest, gauge invariant and well studied model of inflationary magnetogenesis is described by the Lagrangian [5, 11] 
where F µν is the electromagnetic (EM) field tensor and is defined as F µν ≡ ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ . In this model the conformal invariance of the U (1) gauge field A µ is broken by a time dependent function f of a dynamical scalar field φ thereby generating an effective coupling constant e eff = e/f . Although this model has been greatly studied, there exists certain issues regarding its ability to explain the observations consistently. In [12] , it was discussed that this model always suffers from one of two main problems:
backreaction due to the energy density of generated EM fields on the inflationary dynamics or strongly coupled regimes at the onset of inflation where the theory is no longer consistent. Nevertheless, in [13] , this no-go theorem was circumvented by showing that lowering significantly the energy scale of inflation, femto-Gauss magnetic fields could be achieved for a TeV scale inflation.
Apart from the aforementioned two problems, there exists yet another problem, the anisotropies from the curvature perturbations induced by these EM fields generated during inflation may become too large [14, 15, 16, 17] . In [16] , the primordial magnetic field strength was strongly constrained in the model described in eq. (1) by requiring that the induced perturbation spectrum at CMB scales must be in agreement with the recent Planck observations [18, 19] . It was also concluded that the backreaction constraint is generically stronger than the constraint from curvature perturbations when the duration of inflation is much larger than the minimum required to solve the horizon problem. As we will see, the role of the two constrains are interchanged when the duration of inflation is close to the minimal required to solve the horizon problem. 
where ρ inf is the energy density during inflation and B 0 is the present day magnetic field strength.
In this paper, we shall review these constraints in the specific case of the coupling f 2 (φ)F µν F µν . We discuss backreaction constraint as well as anisotropic constraints both from the induced power spectrum and non-Gaussianities. We shall show that in the case where inflation lasts an amount of e-folds close to the minimum required to solve the horizon problem, the magnetic field strength today is constrained to be 10 −15 G at 10 MeV which is approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than the model independent bound derived in [14] . Finally, in view of the recent observations of primordial tensor modes through the B-mode polarization of the CMB [22] , we update the resulting constraints on inflationary magnetogenesis
given that the referred observations, if correct, fix the energy scale of inflation to be ρ 2 A simple model:
From a phenomenological point of view, we do not either need to specify the dynamical scalar field φ nor the underlying physics leading to the f (φ) coupling in the Lagrangian in eq. (1). Instead, the coupling function can be parametrized as f (φ) ∝ a α where a is the scale factor and the only requirement is to recover the standard electromagnetism at the end of inflation 2 i.e. f (a end ) → 1.
It is well known that for α > 0, strongly coupled regimes during inflation are unavoidable [12, 13] and therefore, α < 0 is required to have a consistent theory. In this regime, the strength of magnetic fields today can be written as [13] 
1 The expression appearing in the Planck paper [18] for the minimum amount of inflation, also used by the authors of [14] , carries a misprint [20] . The equation in [18] gives, for instantaneous reheating and neglecting slow-roll terms, Nmin 71.5 + 1/2 log(H/Mp) where Mp is the reduced Planck mass, defined as M 2 p ≡ 1/8πG. However, in [13] the same quantity was computed yielding Nmin 66.9 + 1/2 log(H/Mp) which is in agreement with [21] .
2 A model where this condition is relaxed and the coupling is also allowed to have non-trivial time-dependence after inflation was very recently proposed in [23] . In this case it is suggested that appreciable magnetic fields are produced after inflation, but before reheating. In the present work we have however restricted ourselves to consider magnetic fields generated during inflation.
where Ω r ∼ 5.4 × 10 −5 is the present radiation density parameter, H 0 ∼ 6 × 10 −61 M p is the Hubble constant today [24] , H is the Hubble parameter during inflation and R is the reheating parameter.
Instantaneous reheating corresponds to R = 1. A naive look at eq. (3) would immediately indicate that it is possible to generate sufficiently large magnetic fields in this model. However, a set of consistency checks must be done before drawing such a conclusion.
Constraints from backreaction
The backreaction constraint comes from requiring that the energy density of the produced EM fields does not backreact on the background inflationary dynamics. In the non-strongly coupled regime α < −2, where the Fourier modes are effectively excited, the EM energy density ρ em is mainly stored in the electric field and is maximal at the end of inflation yielding [13, 16] 
where N b is the number of e-folds after the beginning of inflation at which the conformal coupling is broken and we have used some useful identities for the Gamma function in order to simplify our expression. We have also assumed that inflation lasts for N tot = N min + ∆N e-folds with
the minimum amount of inflation required to solve the horizon problem [13, 21] . Therefore, in the case of instantaneous reheating requiring that there is no backreaction translates into the condition ρ em < ρ inf which can be solved for H leading to
Disregarding the term in d α , we can obtain an analytical inequality for α as it was done in [13] ,
By inserting this minimal allowed value of α in eq. (3), we obtain the maximal value of the magnetic field strength as a function of H at a given scale today.
Anisotropy constraints
Another important feature of generating EM fields during inflation is that they lead to a non-adiabatic pressure perturbation which can source the adiabatic perturbations at super horizon scales. This additional contribution leads to distinct features in the CMB both at the level of the power spectrum and non-Gaussianities, which could be large enough for detection. In the presence of non-adiabatic perturbations, the time evolution of the curvature perturbations in the super horizon regime is given by [17, 25] 
where ρ t is the total energy density, p t is the total pressure and δp nad ≡ δp t −ṗ ṫ ρt δρ t is the so-called non-adiabatic pressure. In the presence of EM fields during inflation, δp nad 4 3 δρ em and therefore, they contribute to the curvature perturbation ζ as
where is the slow-roll parameter and t exit is the time of horizon crossing of the mode. If the observed perturbations are not sourced by the inflaton, the strongest requirement one should impose is that the power spectrum generated by ζ em at CMB scales is smaller than the total observed spectrum P obs ζ 2.2 × 10 −9 . In fact, ζ em can contribute to the power spectrum in two different ways, through the term P ζem ∝ ζ em ζ em [16, 17] , but also through the cross-correlations with the curvature perturbation generated by the auxiliary field appearing in the coupling function 3 P b N L ζem ∝ ζ φ ζ em [17] , at first order in the in-in formalism. In this specific model, and for α < −2, P ζem is approximately given, at the end of inflation, by
where N k is the e-fold of horizon exit of the mode k counting from the end of inflation. The other
3 In the f 2 (φ)Fµν F µν model, in the squeezed limit bNL = nB − 4 is determined by the magnetic consistency relation [26, 27] .
One can easily check that for a reasonable value of b N L , the former term P ζem (k) will give a much stronger constraint on the energy scale of inflation and therefore, we will not consider the constraint coming from the later term.
If the conformal breaking occurs at the beginning of inflation, the largest value of P ζem (k) at CMB scales occurs for the horizon mode which leads to the strongest constraint on H. Therefore, requiring P max ζem < P obs ζ , at CMB scales, implies that
where ∆ = ∆N if the conformal breaking occurs before the CMB modes left the horizon and ∆ = 0.1 otherwise 4 . As done in eq. (7), in order to solve the inequality for α, we neglect the linear terms and approximate the last term of the above equation by e (2α+4)∆ . By doing so, we arrive at the expression
which can now be inserted in eq. (3) to find the maximal value of B in terms of the energy scale of inflation. The same reasoning can be applied to the induced bispectrum. In that case the non-linearity parameter f loc N L generated by the correlator ζ em ζ em ζ em yields [16] 
In [17] other possible contributions to the non-linearity parameter f N L associated with the correlators ζζζ em and ζζ em ζ em were computed. However, we have verified that for α < −2 these two contributions are sub-dominant in the squeezed limit. From the recent Planck results [19] , the constraint f loc N L <
(68% CL) 5 translates the above equation into the following inequality
4 If one considers exactly the minimum amount of inflation the power spectrum is maximum not at the horizon scale but around 0.1 e-folds later. We will, however, not consider this case. In the case where the conformal breaking occurs when a mode, smaller than the horizon scale, becomes super horizon then the power spectrum is maximized again for a mode leaving the horizon 0.1 e-folds later. 5 The results do not change significantly if one considers the constraint on f loc N L at 95% CL instead. inf coming from backreaction, power spectrum and bispectrum (left) and the associated maximal magnetic fields at the horizon scale (right). The conformal coupling is broken since the beginning of inflation and we have assumed that inflation lasts 1 e-folds more than the minimum required.
We can again proceed in the same way to arrive at an inequality for α as
The minimum value for α gives the maximal magnetic field for a given H. Given that the bispectrum leads to a stronger constraint than the power spectrum, it would be natural to proceed and compute the trispectrum. However, we have verified that using the recent Planck results τ loc N L < 2800 (95%CL) the trispectrum constraint is very similar to the one from the bispectrum.
Results
In the previous section, we derived constraints on H from backreaction, power spectrum and bispectrum in eqs. (6), (12) and (15), respectively. We can now compare them and obtain the maximal strengths allowed for magnetic fields. For clarity and in order to make a direct comparison with the literature, we translate the constraints on H to constraints on the energy scale of inflation by using
On the other hand, we also know that the energy scale of inflation is bounded between Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis ρ
1/4 nucl
10 MeV and ρ 1/4 10 16 GeV and we will therefore work in this regime.
In Fig. (1) we plot the three different constraints on ρ 1/4 inf and the corresponding maximal magnetic field at the horizon scale. We find that there exists a hierarchy of constraints, namely, the constraint from the bispectrum is the strongest while the one coming from the power spectrum is quite close and the backreaction constraint is the weakest. This distinctive hierarchy is preserved in all the scenarios Figure 2 : On the left, we compare the maximal magnetic fields at the Mpc scale allowed by the bispectrum constraint in the two scenarios where the conformal coupling is broken in the beginning of inflation and when it is only broken when the Mpc scale leaves the horizon. On the right side, we compare the maximal magnetic fields allowed in f 2 F 2 model by anisotropic constraints with the maximal magnetic fields allowed by the model independent bound, both at the Mpc scale.
considered in this paper. Nevertheless, the role of the backreaction constraint increases with the total number of e-folds of inflation. In fact, if inflation lasted approximately 5 e-folds more than N min , all the constraints are comparable to each other. If we consider even more e-folds of inflation, the hierarchy is reversed, as was also verified in [16] . However, we will stick to the hierarchy stated earlier where the strongest constraint comes from the bispectrum because all the other scenarios would lead to even weaker magnetic fields today. It is evident from Fig. (1) that in the standard scenario wherein the conformal coupling is broken at the beginning of inflation and inflation lasts just 1 e-fold more than the minimum required, the magnetic fields are maximal at the lowest energy scale, namely for the horizon scale, the maximal value is B ∼ 10 −19 G at ρ Given that the bispectrum leads to the strongest constraint, in what follows, we just plot the resulting constraints on magnetic fields. In Fig. (2) , we compare the maximal magnetic field at the Mpc scale allowed by the bispectrum, when the conformal coupling was broken at the beginning of inflation, with an optimal scenario where the conformal coupling is only broken close to the time at which the Mpc scale left the horizon. As also shown in [13] , in this last case the constraints are significantly weaker.
One can verify that the magnetic fields at the Mpc scale increase as ρ inf decreases and it can be as strong 
Constraints from B-modes
In the light of the very recent observation of tensor modes by BICEP2 [22] we will assume those results as correct, and derive the respective consequences.
The BICEP2 experiment quotes a tensor to scalar ratio r = 0.2
+0.07
−0.05 . In the simplest models of inflation where the graviton is the only component capable of generating the primordial tensor perturbations, the amplitude of tensor perturbations (A T ) is proportional to the energy scale of inflation
On the other hand r = A 2 T /A 2 R where A 2 R = 2.2×10 −9 is the amplitude of scalar perturbations. Therefore, it is straightforward to derive the energy scale of inflation to be,
If the spectrum of gravitational waves is also nearly scale-invariant, as predicted, this result has deep consequences for inflationary magnetogenesis. The minimal value of α allowed for each constraint in eqs. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the constraints on the f 2 (φ)F µν F µν model of inflationary magnetogenesis.
We have focussed on constraints coming from the observed CMB anisotropies and B-modes. We have found the maximal magnetic fields achievable in the f 2 (φ)F µν F µν model, and compared with the recent model independent constraint derived by Fujita and Yokoyama [14] . We find that backreaction constraints provides stronger constraints than the constraints from anisotropies, if inflation lasts more than about 5 e-folds than the minimal amount of e-foldings required to solve the horizon problem. However, if inflation is shorter, we find that the constraints from anisotropies becomes stronger.
An important outcome of this analysis is the fact that, as was also pointed out in [13] , strong magnetic fields are permissible only when the energy scale of inflation is significantly lowered. As we have shown here, in the standard scenario where the conformal coupling is broken at the beginning of inflation, the maximal magnetic field at the horizon scale increases as the energy scale of inflation decreases yielding We conclude that these constraints are very stringent even for the generation of seed magnetic fields.
Although an inflationary explanation for the seeds is still allowed by the model independent bound, their generation in f 2 (φ)F µν F µν model is no longer possible at scales larger than kpc.
